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Intermediate heat carriers have been applied in engineering as enhanced heat transfer elements, but their theoretical analysis still
needs to be improved. ,erefore, an intermediate heat carrier is added to establish the quaternary model of the furnace gas under
nongray radiation characteristics. Based on this model, an analytical expression of heat flux on the surface of the billet is derived.
General rule of the impact of intermediate heat carrier on the thermal efficiency in the furnace can be properly derived by
analytical calculation from a theoretical point of view. ,e results show that the longer the length of the intermediate heat carrier
located at the top of the furnace, the greater the heat exchange capacity on the surface of the billet. Meanwhile, when the
intermediate heat carrier is located in the center of the furnace top, the billet gets higher heat flux; the closer to both sides, the lower
the heat flux. In addition, the influence that the surface emissivity of the intermediate heat carrier has on the heat transfer of the
billet surface is related to the values of εg and αgw. Comparison with previous literature shows that adding intermediate heat carrier
can improve the heat exchange capacity of billet.

1. Introduction

In order to reduce carbon dioxide emissions from iron and
steel enterprises and improve the thermal efficiency of
heating furnace, increasing radiation from furnace wall is an
effective method that needs more attention [1]. ,e thermal
efficiency of heating furnace depends on many factors,
among which, the appropriate shape of furnace can maxi-
mize the radiation of furnace wall, so that the thermal ef-
ficiency of furnace can be improved [2]. ,erefore, scholars
have proposed the concept of blackbody technology. ,e so-
called blackbody technology refers to the industrial standard
blackbody element, also called the intermediate heat carrier
in furnace, which integrates three functions of “enlarging
furnace area, increasing furnace emissivity, and increasing
irradiance” by using certain materials and processing
technology according to the blackbody theory of infrared
physics. Numerous intermediate heat carriers were installed
in the proper position of the inner furnace wall to enable the
disordered and diffuse heat rays in the furnace to directly
radiate to the heated workpiece, greatly improving the

arrival rate of heat rays, thus effectively improving the
thermal efficiency of heating furnace and realizing the
purpose of energy-saving. Intermediate heat carrier was
suspended on the inner surface of the furnace wall;
meanwhile, the specific surface area of the furnace wall was
also increased. According to Τjnpvffc formula, by in-
creasing the area of furnace wall, the angle coefficient of
furnace wall against heated metal can be reduced and system
emissivity can be increased, thus playing a positive role in
enhancing heat transfer in the furnace.

Due to the complexity of the radiation situation in the
furnace, the previous research on the heating furnace with
intermediate heat carriers was carried out through experi-
ments, so its theoretical analysis still needs to be improved.
As a result, there is no theoretical basis for the optimum
structure, surface radiation characteristics, and installation
position of the intermediate radiator, and no clear method
can be found to regulate the temperature through the in-
termediate radiator. By theoretical calculation, the general
rule of radiation heat transfer in the furnace can be obtained
without consuming substantial experimental costs.
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,e development of industry needs to consume a lot of
energy. For example, the energy for metal heating and glass
melting mainly comes from the combustion of fossil fuels
[3, 4]. In the next many decades, still 80% of the global energy
will be generated by burning fossil fuels, and it will also be the
main source of carbon dioxide emissions [5–7]. In industrial
production, energy consumption is increasing, so it is inev-
itable to increase energy efficiency [8, 9]. Continuous heating
furnace is important heating equipment of the rolling or heat
treatment process, which is used to heat billet so that the
temperature of the billet can reach recrystallization temper-
ature [10, 11]. In iron and steel enterprises, energy con-
sumption of a rolling heating furnace is the second largest [12]
after iron-making. ,erefore, it is of great significance to
improve the efficiency of the heating furnace for saving fossil
resources and reduction of the environmental pollution
caused by the excessive emission of carbon dioxide.

Energy-saving effect of the heating furnace can be ef-
fectively improved by enhancing the heat transfer in the
furnace. Generally speaking, the radiation heat transfer
system in the heating furnace can be considered as a ternary
system [13] composed of furnace gas, furnace wall, and
heated materials. Radiation heat transfer plays a dominant
role in heat transfer in furnace. About 90.3% of heat flux on
billet surface comes from radiation heat transfer [14–16],
which depends on the temperature and emissivity of the heat
transfer surface and their geometric structure and the
properties of the surrounding gases [1]. According to the
Stefan-Boltzmann law [17–22], the radiation heat exchange
capacity is proportional to the fourth power of temperature
difference, so the difference of temperature among surfaces
has a significant impact on thermal radiation. In order to
explore the impact rule of radiation heat transfer in heating
furnace, scholars around the world carried out modeling
research [23–27]. By using the analytic method, Τjnpvffc

deduced the calculating method of differential heat flux of
the heated workpiece in the furnace, also the basic formula of
radiation heat exchange in furnace till now, when the fur-
nace gas is a gray body and the furnace wall is regarded as the
zero heat flux surface of radiation. On this basis, Yi et al. [1]
extended Τjnpvffc’s analysis to remove the assumption
that the furnace wall is a reradiating surface, improving the
accuracy of the original formula, meanwhile investigating
the impact of emissivity variation of furnace wall on the heat
flux of billet surface.

In a ternary system, the furnace wall is designed to
reflect (or reradiate) the energy radiated by furnace gas to
material [1].,e radiation heat flux of wall plays a vital role
on heat transfer in a furnace [28]. ,erefore, scholars have
done a lot of research on the impact of furnace wall on the
radiation of billet. In terms of the shape of furnace,
through modeling study, Garcı́a and Amell [28] found that
the larger the furnace, the lower the wall radiation to the
billet; the higher temperature of the furnace, the higher the
radiation emitted from the furnace wall and the lower the
absorption of flue gas, enabling more wall radiation to
reach the billet. ,e results are consistent with those of
Emadi et al. [14]. By calculating the radiation exchange
area, Chapman et al. [29] had verified that the furnace

efficiency is reduced to a certain extent if the furnace wall
area is increased by increasing the internal furnace space.
,is phenomenon can be explained from two aspects.
Firstly, with the increase of combustion space, the gas
temperature in furnace decreases, resulting in the decrease
of convection and radiation flux from gas to billet and
making the heat flux tend to decrease slightly. Secondly,
the increase of furnace space leads to the increase of heat
flux loss from the furnace wall to the external environ-
ment. Because the emissivity of the furnace wall has a
significant impact on the radiation heat transfer process
[30], some scholars have also studied the emissivity of the
furnace wall surface. Dan et al. [31] et al has developed a
new type of heating furnace coating with emissivity greater
than 0.9 and thickness about 200 μm. Both the heating and
cooling speed of the heating furnace with coating were
improved by experiment. ,e temperature in the furnace
was increased by 30°C, and the fuel was saved by about
10%. Hellander [32] applied ceramic coating on the wall of
heating furnace, which greatly increased the emissivity of
the wall, reduced the energy consumption of heating
furnace by 15%∼30%, and increased the service life by 2∼5
times.

On the basis of the heating furnace with nongray
radiation characteristics of furnace gas established by Yi
et al. [1], an intermediate heat carrier was added to the
furnace, and a mathematical analytic formula of heat
exchange capacity on the surface of billet was derived.
Based on this mathematical analytic formula, the impact
of different parameters on heat transfer in the furnace was
analyzed.

2. Derivation of Mathematical Expression for
Surface Heat Flux of Billet

2.1. Modeling. Due to the complexity of the heating process
in the furnace, in order to obtain the analytical expression of
the heat transfer process in the furnace with an intermediate
heat carrier, the following simplifications should be made:

(1) ,e radiation heat transfer between the model sec-
tions was ignored, and it was considered that the
radiation heat transfer occurs only inside each model
section.

(2) ,e temperature distribution along the furnace
width is assumed to be uniform in each model
section.

(3) ,e impact of factors, such as oxidation burning loss,
on heat transfer during the heating process is
neglected.

(4) Both the furnace wall and billet is regarded as diffuse
gray bodies, while the furnace gas has nongray
characteristics.

(5) Because of the high temperature in the furnace,
radiation is the main form of heat transfer in the
furnace. In this study, the convective heat exchange
between the furnace gas and the billet as well as that
between the furnace gas and the furnace wall are
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neglected. For the coupled calculation of radiation
and convective heat transfer, more details can be
found in references [33–37].

On this basis, a one-zone quaternary radiation heat
transfer model was established. Quaternary radiation heat
transfer model is a simplified model of zonal method
model, each zone of which is composed of furnace gas,
intermediate heat carrier, heated billet, and furnace wall
(furnace wall and furnace top). ,ere is no radiation heat
exchange in the length direction of furnace and the tem-
perature is uniform along the width direction of furnace, so
the section perpendicular to the length direction of furnace
was taken for the analysis of radiation heat transfer, as
shown in Figure 1.

In this study, the temperature of billet and furnace gas
was given, so that the energy equation of furnace gas can be
disregarded; thus, the calculation [38–40] can be simplified.
Because the analytical analysis was only made for the surface
heat exchange capacity of billet with or without intermediate
heat carrier, the model adopted in this article introduced
only one intermediate heat carrier to simplify the calculation
and obtain a general rule. Meanwhile, the situation of dif-
ferent sections was simulated by changing the surface
temperature of furnace gas and billet. ,e absorptivity of
furnace gas to furnace wall and billet can be distinguished
and expressed, respectively, as αgs and αgw. ,e values of
emissivity and absorptivity of flue gas can be calculated by
Leckner correlations [41].

2.2. Exchange Area with an Intermediate Heat Carrier.
,e flue gas in the furnace was assumed to be isothermal
with uniform density. ,erefore, the zonal method was
adopted, and heat flux variation [42, 43] in the furnace was
calculated by solving the direct exchange area.

Figure 2 is a simplified two-dimensional diagram of a
quaternary radiation system with an intermediate heat
carrier, where l represents the length of intermediate heat
carrier, d represents the half length of billet, and h represents
the height of furnace wall.

According to the given size of the heating furnace, it can
be obtained that

Fc � 2l,

Fw � 2(h + d),

Fs � 2d.

(1)

According to the geometric shape shown in Figure 1, it
can be obtained that

Xs,c �
l +

����������

(h − l)2 + d2


−
������
h2 + d2



2d
.

(2)

According to the integrity of the angle factor, it can be
obtained that

Xs,w � 1 − Xw,s. (3)

According to the relativity of the angle factor, it can be
obtained that

Xw,s �
Fs

Fw

Xs,w �
2d

3h
1 −

l +

����������

(h − l)2 + d2


−
������
h2 + d2



2d

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.

(4)

Similarly, according to the relativity and integrity of the
angular coefficient, it can be obtained that

Xw,c �
l

2d + 2h
1 −

d

l

l +

����������

(h − l)2 + d2


−
������
h2 + d2



2d

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.

(5)

By substituting the angular coefficient and the area of
each part in the furnace into the calculation of the radiation
exchange area [38], the expression of surface heat flux of
billet can be obtained.

2.3. Solution of Exchange Area. ,e calculation of the direct
exchange area is a main step in the zonal method. In this
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Figure 1: Section diagram of heating furnace with intermediate
heat carrier. 1. Intermediate heat carrier. 2. Billet. 3. Furnace wall. 4.
Furnace gas.
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Figure 2: Two-dimensional diagram of furnace with intermediate
heat carrier.
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study, due to the uniform and equal surface temperature
distribution of gas, furnace wall, and billet, the direct ex-
change area was calculated as follows.

When gas g is a radiation source,

ggs � Fsεg � Fsαgg � gsg,

ggw � Fwεg � gwg,

ggc � Fcεg � gcg,

gws � FwXws 1 − εg  � gsw,

gwc � FwXwc 1 − εg  � gcw,

gsc � FsXsc 1 − εg  � gcs,

gww � Fw 1 − εg  1 − Xws − Xwc( .

(6)

When billet s is the only radiation source,

sgs � Fsαgs � ssg,

sgw � Fwαgs � swg,

sgc � Fcαgs � scg,

sws � FwXws 1 − αgc  � ssw,

swc � FwXwc 1 − αgs  � scw,

ssc � FsXsc 1 − αgs  � scs,

sww � Fw 1 − αgs  1 − Xws − Xwc( .

(7)

When furnace wall w is the only radiation source,

wgs � Fsαgw � wsg,

wgw � Fwαgw � wwg,

wgc � Fcαgw � wcg,

wwc � FwXwc 1 − αgw  � wcw,

wws � FwXws 1 − αgw  � wsw,

wsc � FsXsc 1 − αgw  � wcs,

www � Fw 1 − αgw  1 − Xws − Xwc( .

(8)

When the intermediate heat carrier c is the only radi-
ation source,

cgs � Fsαgc � csg,

cgw � Fwαgc � cwg,

cgc � Fcαgc � ccg,

cws � FwXws 1 − αgc  � csw,

cwc � FwXwc 1 − αgc  � ccw,

csc � FsXsc 1 − αgc  � ccs,

cww � Fw 1 − αgc  1 − Xws − Xwc( .

(9)

Next, the reflected heat flux density [44] was calculated

−
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ρS
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(10)

,e calculation formulas of total exchange area GS, GW,
GC, SW, SC, WS, WC, CW, CS, SS, WW, CC, SG, WG, and
CG can be obtained. It has been proved that the radiation
total exchange area derived in this article satisfies the in-
tegrity condition; thus, the correctness of this derivation can
be verified.

2.4. Expression of Surface Heat Flux on Billet. When the
furnace environment is in a steady state, the energy equation
of the inner surface of the furnace wall is as follows:

Qe � σ GWT
4
g − WGT

4
w + SWT

4
s − WST

4
w + CWT

4
c − WCT

4
w .

(11)

After arrangement, the fourth-power formula of furnace
wall temperature can be obtained:
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T
4
w �

GWT4
g + SWT4

s + CWT4
c − Qe/σ( 

WG + WS + WC
. (12)

Because the added intermediate heat carrier was actually
used as the expansion surface of the furnace wall, the
temperature of the intermediate heat carrier can be set to be
the same as that of the furnace wall:

Tc � Tw. (13)

By substituting it into the above equation, it can be
obtained that

Tw �

��������������������

GWTg + SWTs − Qe/σ( 

WG + WS + WC − CW

4



. (14)

Similarly, the energy equation of the billet surface can be
expressed as follows:

Qs � σ GST
4
g − SGT

4
s + WST

4
w − SWT

4
s + CST

4
c − SCT

4
s .

(15)

2.5. Model Validation. In this article, the expression of heat
flux on the surface of billet was calculated and obtained
under the condition of nongray furnace gas, and there was
an intermediate heat carrier on the top of the furnace. When
the nongray characteristic of the furnace gas is not taken into
account, that is, the length of the intermediate heat carrier l
is 0, and the heat dissipation of the furnace wall is neglected,
the formula is degenerated as

Qe � Fsσ
εgεs 1 + Fs/Fw(  1 − εg  

εg + Fs/Fw(  1 − εg  εs + εg 1 − εs(  
T
4
g − T

4
s .

(16)

,is formula is the Τjnpvffc formula which is an
important analytical formula for studying the thermal
process of a furnace and also the basic formula for analytic
calculation of furnace by scholars. ,us, the correctness of
the formula derived from this study can also be proved from
this perspective.

Next, by using computer programming calculation, the
impact on heat flux in furnace with intermediate heat carrier
can be discussed.

3. Result Analysis

As mentioned above, the impact of intermediate heat carrier
on theoretical analysis of surface heat exchange capacity of
billet is unknown yet. ,erefore, the length, position, and
surface emissivity of the intermediate heat carrier are studied,
and the impact of the intermediate heat carrier on the en-
hancement of heat transfer in the furnace is discussed in this
article. ,e size of the furnace is set to h� 1m and d� 2.5m.

,e variation of heat exchange capacity of billet with the
length of intermediate heat carrier at different temperatures
is studied, as shown in Figure 3, where εg � αgw � αgs � 0.3.
As can be seen from the figure, the higher the temperature,
the higher the heat exchange capacity on the surface of the

billet. With the increase of the length of the intermediate
heat carrier, the heat exchange capacity on the surface of the
billet also increases gradually, indicating that more heat in
the furnace is transferred by intermediate heat carrier to the
surface of the billet and heat transfer in the furnace is en-
hanced. Although the longer the intermediate heat carrier is,
the better the enhancement effect of heat transfer will be,
considering the actual size of the furnace, 0.5m is taken as
the length of the heat carrier below for discussion. In the case
of l� 0.5, the heat exchange capacity of billet increases by
1.44%.

,e furnace width direction is taken as abscissa (V) and
the furnace height direction is taken as ordinate (Y), as
shown in Figure 4. Considering that the furnace width is 5m,
19 points on average are taken from the furnace top.,e heat
exchange capacity Qs on the surface of billet when heat
carrier is at different points and the heat flux Qs w from
furnace wall to billet are calculated.

It can be seen from Figures 5(a), 5(c), and 5(e) that, at
three different temperatures, the heat exchange capacity Qs

on the surface of the billet is the largest when the inter-
mediate heat carrier is in the middle of the furnace top and
decreases gradually when the intermediate heat carrier is
closer to the wall surface. Moreover, at different tempera-
tures, the heat transferred by the heat carrier at the center is
about 1%more than that transferred by the heat carrier close
to the furnace wall. It can be seen from Figures 5(b), 5(d),
and 5(f ) that, when the intermediate heat carrier is in the
middle of the furnace top, the heat flux Qs w from the
furnace wall to the billet is maximized. While the closer the
intermediate heat carrier is to the furnace wall, the less heat
flux Qs w from the furnace wall to the billet. Because the
closer the intermediate heat carrier is to the furnace wall, the
more the heat flux from the furnace wall to the billet is
blocked; thus, the heat flux Qs on the billet surface is re-
duced. When choosing the position of intermediate heat
carrier on the top of furnace, it is necessary to locate it as
close as possible to the center of the furnace top to achieve
higher heat transfer efficiency.
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Figure 3: Variation curve of heat exchange capacity of billet with
length of heat carrier at different temperatures. 1. Tg � 1300K,
Ts � 500K; 2. Tg � 1500K, Ts � 1100K; 3. Tg � 1800K, Ts � 1500K.
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When the emissivity of furnace gas and absorptivity of
furnace wall were given at three different temperatures, the
impact of emissivity variation of heat carrier at the center of
furnace top on the heat exchange capacity Qs of billet was
studied.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that, in case of εg > αgw, with
the gradual increase of emissivity εc of the intermediate heat
carrier, the heat flux on the surface of the billet also increases
with an increment of 0.2%, 0.3%, and 0.4%, respectively, at
three temperatures.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that, in case of εg < αgw,
with the gradual increase of emissivity εc of the inter-
mediate heat carrier, the heat flux on the surface of the
billet decreases by 0.5%, 0.6%, and 0.8%, respectively, at
three temperatures.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that, in case of εg � αgw, with
the gradual increase of emissivity εc of the intermediate heat
carrier, the heat flux on the surface of the billet decreases
with decrease around 0.2% at three temperatures.

From the above three figures, it can be concluded that, in
case of εg > αgw, with the gradual increase of emissivity of the
heat carrier, the heat exchange capacity Qs on the billet
surface also increases gradually, indicating that the increase
of emissivity of heat carrier enhances the heat flux to the
surface of billet to some extent. However, in case of εg ≤ αgw,
increasing εc leads to the decrease of Qs. ,erefore, the
emissivity of heat carrier should be selected according to the
relationship between εg and αgw, so as to enhance the
thermal efficiency in the furnace. ,e difference in the
emissivity value of the intermediate heat carrier can be
obtained by the different materials [45].

In this article, an intermediate heat carrier with length of
0.5m was added at the center of the furnace top.,e value of
Qs and Qs w in case of εg > αgw, εg � αgw and εg < αgw were
calculated, respectively, and compared with the data in the
literature to illustrate the impact of intermediate heat carrier
on the effect of enhancing heat transfer in the furnace under
different gas emissivities and wall absorptivities.

As can be seen from Figure 9(a), Qs increases gradually
with the emissivity increase of the furnace wall. With the
addition of intermediate heat carrier, the heat exchange
capacity of the billet increases at different wall emissivities;

and the higher the temperature, the greater the increase of
Qs. Furthermore, from Figure 9(b), it can be seen that, in
case of Tg � 1300K, Ts � 500K, the maximum value of Qs

difference is taken when εw is 1, which is about 16030W. In
the case of Tg � 1500K, Ts � 1100K, the maximum dif-
ference of Qs is taken when εw is within 0.7∼0.9, which is
about 27162W. In case of Tg � 1800K, Ts � 1500K, the
maximum value of Qs difference is taken when εw � 0.7,
which is about 55041W. ,us, it can be seen that, in case of
εg > αgw, with the increase of temperature in furnace, the
emissivity εw of the furnace wall corresponding to the peak
heat exchange capacity of the furnace model with inter-
mediate heat carrier decreases gradually.

,e heat transfer from the wall to the billet is shown in
Figure 9(c). It can be seen that the heat flux from the furnace
wall to the billet increases due to the existence of inter-
mediate heat carrier. At different temperatures, εw corre-
sponding to the peak value of increment has no obvious
variation, which is taken at about 0.9.,e peak value of Qs w

difference corresponding to the temperature from low to
high increases by 285%, 277%, and 270%, respectively,
compared with the lowest value.

As can be seen from Figures 10(a) and 10(b), Qs de-
creases gradually with the emissivity increase of the furnace
wall. With the addition of intermediate heat carrier, the heat
exchange capacity Qs of billet increases, but the higher the
temperature, the lower the increase of Qs. In the case of
Tg � 1300K, Ts � 500K, the difference of heat exchange
capacity of billet, with or without intermediate heat carrier,
gradually decreases with the increase of εw, and the maxi-
mum value is obtained when εw � 0.1, which is about
4201W. In the case of Tg � 1500K, Ts � 1100K, Qs dif-
ference decreases at the beginning and increases slowly after
εw � 0.3; themaximum value is obtained when εw � 1, which
is about 3659W. In the case of Tg � 1800K, Ts � 1500K, Qs

difference first decreases and then increases, and the max-
imum value for the difference is obtained when εw � 1,
which is 3214W.

It can be seen from Figure 10(c) that the difference of
heat exchange capacity from the furnace wall, with or
without intermediate heat carrier, to the billet first increases
and then decreases at different temperatures, and the peak
value of Qs w difference is obtained when εw � 0.7. ,e peak
value of Qs w difference corresponding to the temperature
from low to high increases by 219%, 218%, and 214%, re-
spectively, compared with the lowest value.

It can be seen from Figures 11(a) and 11(b) that , in case
of εg � αgw, with the emissivity increase of the furnace wall,
the value of Qs remains basically unchanged. With the
addition of intermediate heat carrier, the heat exchange
capacity Qs of billet increases, and the higher the temper-
ature is, the more the increase of Qs is; the difference of Qs

increases first and then decreases with the increase of εw, and
no matter how Tg and Ts change, the peak value of Qs

difference is always taken where εw � 0.8, indicating that the
maximum value of Qs increment, after intermediate heat
carrier is added, is not affected by εw and themaximum value
of Qs difference from low to high temperature is 6277W,
8105W, and 12276W, respectively.

1

2
3

4

V

Y

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of heat carrier at different positions
on furnace top. 1. Intermediate heat carrier. 2. Billet. 3. Furnace
wall. 4. Furnace gas.
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Figure 5: Variation curve of Qs and Qs w when the intermediate heat carrier at different positions on furnace top. (a, b) Tg � 1300K,
Ts � 500K; (c, d) Tg � 1500K, Ts � 1100K; (e, f ) Tg � 1800K, Ts � 1500K.
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Figure 6: In case of εg > αgw, at different temperatures, the impact of emissivity variation of intermediate heat carrier on the heat exchange
capacity of the billet. (a) Tg � 1300K, Ts � 500K; (b) Tg � 1500K, Ts � 1100K; (c) Tg � 1800K, Ts � 1500K.
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Figure 7: Continued.
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Figure 7: In case of εg < αgw, at different temperatures, the impact of emissivity variation of intermediate heat carrier on the heat exchange
capacity of the billet. (a) Tg � 1300K, Ts � 500K; (b) Tg � 1500K, Ts� 1100K; (c) Tg � 1800K, Ts � 1500K.
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Figure 8: In case of εg � αgw, at different temperatures, the impact of emissivity variation of intermediate heat carrier on the heat exchange
capacity of the billet. (a) Tg � 1300K, Ts � 500K; (b) Tg � 1500K, Ts � 1100K; (c) Tg � 1800K, Ts � 1500K.
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Figure 9: Comparison between the model in this article and that in literature when εg > αgw 1. Tg �1300K, Ts � 500K; 2. Tg �1500K,
Ts � 1100K; 3. Tg �1800K, Ts � 1500K intermediate heat carrier No intermediate heat carrier.
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Figure 10: Continued.
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Figure 10: Comparisons between the model in this article and that in literature for εg < αgw . 1. Tg �1300K, Ts � 500K; 2. Tg �1500K,
Ts � 1100K; 3. Tg �1800K, Ts � 1500K Intermediate heat carrier No intermediate heat carrier.
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Figure 11: In case of εg � αgw, data comparisons between the model in this article and that in literature. 1. Tg �1300K, Ts � 500K; 2.
Tg � 1500K, Ts � 1100K; 3. Tg �1800K, Ts � 1500K Intermediate heat carrier No intermediate heat carrier.
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It can be seen from Figure 11(c), in case of εg � αgw, with
the emissivity increase of the furnace wall, the value of Qs w

increases. With the addition of intermediate heat carrier, the
heat flux from the furnace wall to the billet increases. It can
be seen from Figure 11(d) that, at different temperatures,
with and without intermediate heat carrier, Qs w difference
increases first and then decreases, and the peak value of Qs w

difference is always taken when εw � 0.8. ,e peak value of
Qs w difference corresponding to the temperature from low
to high increases by 243%, 241%, and 238%, respectively,
compared with the lowest value.

4. Conclusion

In this study, a one-zone quaternary system model in the
furnace with an intermediate heat carrier is established to
derive the impact of length, position, and emissivity of the
heat carrier on heat exchange capacity of the billet surface,
and a conclusion by comparing with the literature data is
summarized.

From the analysis, it can be seen that the longer the
intermediate heat carrier located at the top of the furnace,
the larger the heat exchange capacity on the billet surface.
,us, the length of the heat carrier can be increased as much
as possible in the maximum allowable space of the furnace to
obtain higher heat flux.,e position of the intermediate heat
carrier also affects the heat flux on the billet surface. When
the heat carrier is located in the center of the furnace top, the
billet gets higher heat flux, and the closer it is to the two
sides, the lower the heat flux is. In the actual layout of the
heat carrier on the furnace top, the heat carrier should be
arranged in the center of the furnace top when possible. At
the same time, in the case of εg > αgw, the heat exchange
capacity of the billet surface increases by increasing the
surface emissivity of the intermediate heat carrier, while in
the case of εg ≤ αgw, the heat exchange capacity of the billet
surface decreases by increasing the surface emissivity of the
intermediate heat carrier. ,erefore, when choosing the
emissivity of the intermediate heat carrier, the actual situ-
ation of εg and αgw should be considered. By comparing with
the literature data, it is concluded that the heat exchange
capacity of the billet increases to some extent with the
addition of intermediate heat carrier regardless of εg and αgw

values, and the amount of increase is related to the tem-
perature of the furnace gas and the billet.

In summary, the addition of the intermediate heat
carrier has a positive impact on the heat exchange capacity of
the billet surface. However, in practical application, the
impact of length, position, and emissivity of the heat carrier
should be taken into account for better heat transfer en-
hancement effect in a furnace.

Nomenclature

s: Slab
w: Furnace wall
g: Flue gas

c: Intermediate heat carrier
F: Area (m2)
l: Length of the intermediate radiator (m)
d: Furnace weight (m)
h: Furnace height (m)
T: Temperature (K)
Qe: Heat loss to the environment through w (W)
Qs: Heat flow of s (W)
Qs w: Heat flow of s surface, which is from w (W)

Direct Radiative Exchange Areas

gg
s
: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from g

and arrives at s; meanwhile, g is the only radiation
source (m2)

gg
w
: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from g

and arrives at w; meanwhile, g is the only radiation
source (m2)

gg
c
: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from g

and arrives at c; meanwhile, g is the only radiation
source (m2)

gw
s
: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from the

wall and arrives at the slab; meanwhile, the gas is the
only radiation source in the system (m2)

gw
c
: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from w

and arrives at c; meanwhile, g is the only radiation
source (m2)

gs
c
: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from s

and arrives at c; meanwhile, g is the only radiation
source (m2)

gw
w
: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from w

and arrives at w; meanwhile, g is the only radiation
source (m2)

sgs: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from g

and arrives at s; meanwhile, s is the only radiation
source (m2)

sgw: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from g

and arrives at w; meanwhile, s is the only radiation
source (m2)

sgc: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from g

and arrives at c; meanwhile, s is the only radiation
source (m2)

sws: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from w

and arrives at s; meanwhile, s is the only radiation
source (m2)

swc: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from w

and arrives at c; meanwhile, s is the only radiation
source (m2)

ssc: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from s and
arrives at c; meanwhile, s is the only radiation
source (m2)

sww: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from w

and arrive at w; meanwhile, s is the only radiation
source (m2)

wgs: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from g

and arrives at s; meanwhile, w is the only radiation
source (m2)
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wgw: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from g

and arrives at w; meanwhile, w is the only radiation
source (m2)

wgc: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from g

and arrives at c; meanwhile, w is the only radiation
source (m2)

wws: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from w

and arrives at s; meanwhile, w is the only radiation
source (m2)

wwc: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from w

and arrives at c; meanwhile, w is the only radiation
source (m2)

wsc: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from s and
arrives at c; meanwhile, w is the only radiation source
(m2)

www: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from w

and arrives at w, meanwhile, w is the only radiation
source (m2)

cgs: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from g

and arrives at s; meanwhile, c is the only radiation
source (m2)

cgw: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from g

and arrives at w; meanwhile, c is the only radiation
source (m2)

cgc: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from g

and arrives at c; meanwhile, c is the only radiation
source (m2)

cws: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from w

and arrives at s; meanwhile, c is the only radiation
source (m2)

cwc: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from w

and arrives at c; meanwhile, c is the only radiation
source (m2)

csc: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from s
and arrives at c; meanwhile, c is the only radiation
source (m2)

cww: Direct exchange area when energy radiates from w

and arrives at w; meanwhile, c is the only radiation
source (m2)

Angle Factors
Xs,c: Angle factor of the s to c
Xs,w: Angle factor of s to w

Xw,s: Angle factor of w to s
Xc,w: Angle factor of c to w

Xw,c: Angle factor of w to c

Emissivity and Absorptivity
ε: Emissivity
αg: Absorptivity of g

αgs: Absorptivity of g when the radiation energies derive
from s

αgw: Absorptivity of g when the radiation energies derive
from w

αgg: Absorptivity of gas when the radiation energies derive
from g itself

Total Radiative Exchange Areas
GS: Total radiative exchange area of g to s (m2)
GW: Total radiative exchange area of g to w (m2)
GC: Total radiative exchange area of g to c (m2)
SW: Total radiative exchange area of s to w (m2)
SC: Total radiative exchange area of s to c (m2)
SG: Total radiative exchange area of s to g (m2)
WS: Total radiative exchange area of w to s (m2)
WC: Total radiative exchange area of w to c (m2)
WG: Total radiative exchange area of w to g (m2)
WW: Total radiative exchange area of w to w (m2)
CW: Total radiative exchange area of c to w (m2)
CS: total radiative exchange area of c to s (m2)
CG: Total radiative exchange area of c to g (m2)

Heat Flux

sRs: Reflected heat flux when the radiation energies radiate
from s and arrive at s (W/m2)

sRw: Reflected heat flux when the radiation energies radiate
from the s and arrive at w (W/m2)

sRc: Reflected heat flux when the radiation energies radiate
from s and arrive at c (W/m2)

wRs: Reflected heat flux when the radiation energies radiate
from w and arrive at s (W/m2)

wRw: Reflected heat flux when the radiation energies radiate
from w and arrive at w (W/m2)

wRc: Reflected heat flux when the radiation energies radiate
from w and arrive at c (W/m2)

cRs: Reflected heat flux when the radiation energies radiate
from c and arrive at s (W/m2)

cRw: reflected heat flux when the radiation energies radiate
from c and arrive at w (W/m2)

cRc: Reflected heat flux when the radiation energies radiate
from c and arrive at c (W/m2)

gR
s
: Reflected heat flux when the radiation energies radiate

from g and arrive at s (W/m2)
gR

w
: Reflected heat flux when the radiation energies radiate
from g and arrive at w (W/m2)

gR
c
: Reflected heat flux when the radiation energies radiate

from g and arrive at c (W/m2).
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